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The sea surface microlayer (SML), created by surface active organic molecules (called:
surfactants), is a highly active interface between the sea and the atmosphere. In this
study we used the absorption and fluorescence analysis of organic matter collected in
the SML and in subsurface layer, of 1 m depth, to describe the changes in molecular
size and weight and the composition of surfactants. Data were collected during three
research cruises in coastal zone and open waters of the Baltic Sea. The values of
the CDOM absorption coefficient were higher in the SML about 29% (in the UV light)
to 17% (in a blue spectral range), that reveal dominance of low molecular weighted
CDOM molecules, absorbing in the UV light, in the SML. The spectral slope coefficients
at different spectral ranges, S1λ increased with salinity, while the slope coefficient for
350–400 nm reach lower values by 10.5% in SML compared to SS, caused by an
effect of irradiation on the SML. The fluorescence intensities of the main peaks at
Excitation Emission Matrix spectra belonging to the main fluorescing components of
marine organic matter, called: A, C, M, T, were higher in SML by 41, 43, 41, and
14% compared to SS. The ratio of fluorescence intensities, (M+ T)/(A+ C) and
humification index, HIX, in the SML were, respectively, higher by 17.9% and lower by
10.7% compared to SS. These relationships reveal more intensive process of in situ
produced components in the SML as well as faster removal of humic components
of high MW in the SML. We have observed an increase of spectral slope ratio, SR,
(S275−295 > S350−400) with increasing salinity (from 4.5 to 7.94 of practical salinity),
being proof that the samples acquire more marine in character. The SR increased with
salinity 33.5 and 23.6% in the SML and SS, respectively, and their maximal values
in open water were still maintained. The fluorescence intensity of all FDOM peaks
decreased in the same salinity gradient. The decrease rate was higher in SML for the
fluorescing peaks by 34, 36, and 26% for A, C, and M, respectively than in the SS.
Decrease rate indicated the susceptibility to photochemical degradation of respective
peaks. This effect was strongest for C, while T peak was almost unbleached. The
fluorescence intensity decrease rate was smaller in SS what indicated shielding effect of
the SML.
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INTRODUCTION

The sea surface microlayer (SML), commonly defined as the
upper 0–1 mm of the surface ocean (Liss and Duce, 1997) is
described by different physical properties than the underlying
layers due to the molecules that form the surface film (Hardy,
1982). The SML is almost ubiquitous and covers most of the
surface of the ocean, even under conditions of high turbulence
(Cunliffe et al., 2013). The SML is created by the surface
active organic molecules, called surfactants, characterized by an
amphiphilic structure, i.e., with hydrophobic and hydrophilic
heads. The hydrophobic properties of the surfactants cause the
aquatic environment to push them to the interfacial boundary,
to minimize the internal energy of the aqueous system. The
SML interacts with the surface accumulation of organic matter
produced by biological processes in the underlying water column
(Galgani et al., 2016; Kurata et al., 2016). The SML also
accumulates a variety of colloidal and particulate organic matter
that may be substrates for bacterioneuston, and therefore the
SML is called as a complex hydrate “gel” of macromolecules and
colloidal material (Sieburth, 1983).

The organic matter in the sea have the allochthonous (from
terrestrial input) and autochthonous (derived from primary
production in the water column) origin and dissipate due to loss
of material at the sea surface by microbial degradation, chemical
and photo-chemical processes and loss due to absorption and
adsorption onto particles (Aiken et al., 1985; Tilstone et al., 2010;
Cunliffe et al., 2011; Cunliffe et al., 2013; Engel et al., 2017). The
main mechanism that affects the organic matter in the surface
top layer of the ocean is the sunlight. The loss of the color
(photobleaching) occurs simultaneously with photochemical
modification in the organic molecules. Large organic molecules
undergo photochemical and biological degradation, that changes
their optical properties and the depth of penetration of solar
radiation into the sea, especially in the UV and PAR spectral
range. Studies on a role of DOM in limiting the light penetration
into the sea (Williamson, 1995; Zepp et al., 1998) and its
utilization (Kirk, 1994), reactivity (Williams et al., 2010; Zhang
et al., 2013) and transport of inorganic and organic pollutants
(Chin et al., 1994; Miller and Zepp, 1995; Stedmon et al., 2003;
Pastuszak et al., 2012) are carried out intensively in various
marine basins.

The organic matter dynamics are often studied by the
changes in chromophoric or fluorophoric fractions of DOM
(i.e., CDOM or FDOM) (Boehme and Wells, 2006; Hudson
et al., 2007; Cisek et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2010; Drozdowska
et al., 2013, 2017). CDOM absorbs light in the UV and visible
region and its absorption spectrum decreases exponentially
toward longer wavelengths. CDOM participates in various
photochemical reactions, including the production of CO and
dissolved inorganic carbon (Gao and Zepp, 1998; Szymczycha
et al., 2017) and remineralization of terrestrial DOM in a system
of the Baltic Sea (Kuliński et al., 2016). The photochemical
reactions transform it into smaller and more bio-available forms,
and photo-bleaching is recognized as the most important sink
for CDOM in the ocean (Zhou and Mopper, 1997; Moran et al.,
2000; Goldstone et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2013; Gonsior et al.,

2014; Timko et al., 2015). A specific structure of the energy levels
of the complex CDOM molecules results in a specific spectral
distribution of the light intensity. Absorption and fluorescence
spectra may allow the identification of chromophores and
fluorophores belonging to the organic molecules and their
sources (Højerslev, 1974, 1988; Coble, 1996; Chari et al., 2012).
Changes in the values of the spectral slope coefficients varied
inversely proportionally to the CDOM molecular mass (Amon
and Budeus, 2003; Twardowski et al., 2004; Helms et al., 2008).
According to the experiments carried out by Helms et al. (2008)
the values of S275−295 and SR should be higher in the SML due to
more effective photobleaching process in the SML. Earlier studies
have proposed that the UV-Vis absorption spectra of CDOM at
longer wavelengths (>350 nm) originate from a continuum of
charge transfer (CT) states between a large number of charge
acceptors and charge donors (Del Veccio and Blough, 2004).
The absorption at shorter wavelengths, in the UV, should rather
be a superposition of discrete chromophores. This suggests a
different optical and molecular origin of the absorption signals
recorded for the same sample. The UV irradiation influences
chromophores, associated with HMW CDOM, and destroys
them resulting in a shift from a pool of HMW to LMW of CDOM
molecules. Photobleaching process, more effective in the SML,
influences the mass balance between high-molecular weighted
(HMW) CDOM and low-molecular weighted (LMW) CDOM in
the surface layers. The amplitude of aCDOM(λ) curve is a proxy
for concentration of CDOM, the spectral slope is often used as
a proxy for CDOM composition, including the ratio of fulvic to
humic acids and molecular weight (Carder et al., 1989; Blough
and Green, 1995; Twardowski et al., 2004).

The other method for identification complex and labile
organic matter compounds is the fluorescence spectroscopy.
Coble (1996) attributed the distinct fluorescence intensity peaks
of Excitation Emission Matrix to different types of fluorophores
found in natural waters; where peak A (ex./em. – excitation and
emission – 250/437 nm) is attributed to terrestrial UV humic like
substances; peak C (ex./em. 310/429 nm) represents terrestrial
visible-humic like substances; peak M (ex./em. 300/387 nm)
characterizes marine humic like substances; and peak T (ex./em.
270/349 nm) represents proteinaceous substances (Zhang et al.,
2013). Fluorescence intensities of the main FDOM components:
A, C, M, andT (in R.U.) can be used as a proxy of FDOM
concentration (Kowalczuk et al., 2005; Loiselle et al., 2009;
Drozdowska and Fateyeva, 2013; Drozdowska and Józefowicz,
2015; Drozdowska et al., 2017). Additionally, several fluorescing
indices help in describing the FDOM sources. The humification
index, HIX, reflects the structural changes that occurred during
the humification process, causing an increase in both aromaticity
(the ratio C/H) and condensation in DOM molecules (Williams
et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Chari et al., 2012). Another
fluorescent index allowing description of the DOM composition
and source is the (M + T)/(A+ C) ratio.

The absorption and fluorescence spectra allow the
identification of the sources of organic matter. Additionally,
several absorption (S1λ in different spectral ranges and a slope
ratio) and fluorescence (the ratio of the fluorescence intensities
(M + T)/(A+ C) and HIX) indices help in describing the
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changes in molecular size and weight as well as in composition of
organic matter.

The Baltic Sea is semi-enclosed sea with the limited water
exchange with the Atlantic through the Danish Straits and it
has unique optical properties because of a very high input of
fresh water from the large surrounding drainage area (Lepparanta
and Myrberg, 2009). Previous studies proved that the optical
properties of the Baltic Sea water are determined to a large extent
by light absorption by CDOM (Højerslev, 1989). Maximum
freshwater runoff occurs in April/May and coincidents with
phytoplankton blooms. In the winter, wind-driven mixing leads
to the vertical thermohaline circulation that reduce biological
activity and riverine outflow and results in clearer surface waters
(Olszewski et al., 1992; Kowalczuk, 1999; Kowalczuk et al., 2010).
CDOM has a significant influence on the spectral properties of
the apparent optical properties of the Baltic Sea water (Darecki
et al., 2003; Kowalczuk et al., 2005).

Absorption and fluorescence investigations, presented
herein, included the open and coastal regions of the Baltic Sea.
Measurements were carried out along the transect from the
Vistula river outlet to the open sea (Gdansk Deep) and along
the transect running across the Baltic Proper, on the section
from the Arkona Basin to the Gdansk Deep, i.e., in a coastal
zone as well as far from the estuaries and lands. The fluorescence
and absorption measurements of the samples collected from a
SML and sub-surface layer (SS), at a depth of 1 m, during three
research cruises in the Baltic Sea were carried out on ‘raw’ and
filtered samples, to test how the filtration process affects the
results of surfactant concentration and composition. One of the
main goals of our work is to characterize the specific luminescent
properties of molecules present in the SML. While the SML is a
complex of dissolved and colloidal and particulate organic matter
(Sieburth, 1983) the filtration process was omitted in a part of
our laboratory procedures, so as not to get rid of the essential
ingredients of the “gel.”

The authors have conducted research on the SML properties
in the several estuaries of the southern Baltic Sea for almost
10 years (Drozdowska et al., 2013, 2015, 2017; Drozdowska
and Józefowicz, 2015). But the results concerned the coastal
zone only. The new dataset, as the results from the cruises in
2015 and 2016 concerning spatially and hydrological diverse
areas, prompted us to perform comparative analyzes of the
results. The objectives of the research is to determine what
physical parameters of the environment affect the composition
of surfactants, where there is no significant impact of rivers.
The main objectives are (i) to detect any changes in surfactant
concentration and composition in the open sea and in coastal
waters and which components predominate in open water;
(ii) to evaluate/estimate differences in spectroscopic properties
performed on ‘raw’ and filtered samples.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Field Works and Sampling
Sampling of the seawater probes for studying the absorption and
fluorescence properties of organic matter in the SML and SS

were carried out during three cruises: one in a summer (7–10
June) 2015 on a board of R/V Academik Ioffe, and two in an
autumn 2016 on R/V Oceania (Figure 1). During the research
cruise in June 2015, sampling was made on 25 stations, across
the transect through the Baltic Proper from the Arkona Basin
through Bornholm Basin and Slupsk Furrow to the Gdansk
Deep. The ship was slowing down on the stations allowing the
surface water to be collected into the wide container. Next,
after 15 min, the newly formed SML was collected by the Glass
Plate (Falkowska, 1999). The collected samples were prepared to
laboratory measurements. The samples collected on the first three
stations, on 7 June, were frozen, while the next samples (collected
in 8–10 June) were put to a refrigerator and were analyzed
immediately after the end of the cruise in a lab, within 48 h after
sampling. During two research cruises in 2016: on 24 September
and 2 November, samplings were conducted across the transect
from the Vistula River outlet, to the open waters in Gdansk Deep.
The seawater samples from SML were collected by the Garrett
Screen (Garrett, 1965; Carlson, 1982), mesh 18. The screen was
firstly immersed in the water, parallel to the sea surface, to
stabilize the surface microfilm and carefully raised in a horizontal
position. Then water was poured to a polyethylene bottle. In
September and November’ 2016, the samples from the SS, using
a Niskin bottle, were taken as well. Sampling by stainless-
steel Garrett Screen, GS, yields the collection of a relatively
thick layer compared to Glass Plate, GP, sampling technique,
which may cause the differences in the results. However, screen
samples are characterized by a higher degree of dilution with
underlying water, hence the quantity of organic molecules is
rather representative for the thinner thickness of the water
layer. Additionally, the results of absorption and fluorescence
measurements concerning the station in the open Baltic Sea,
collected by GP on R/V Akademik Ioffe, do not differ from those
concerning the last station of the transect V (at the Gdansk Deep)
by GS on R/V Oceania. Each time about 1 L of the SML water
was collected. Sampling during the cruises in 2016 were done at
the last day of the cruise and the lab analyses were performed at
the next day, so within 24 h after sampling. The part of water
samples were passed through Sartorius 0.2 µm pore cellulose
membrane filters to remove bigger and fine-sized particles. The
‘raw’ and filtered water samples were stored in the dark at 4◦C
until analysis in the land-based laboratory. On every station
during the cruises the hydrographic data, of the upper layer of
1 m, were recorded; on R/V Akademik Ioffe by a Idronaut 320+
while on R/V Oceania with a SeaBird SBE 911+ CTD system.
Moreover the meteorological observations were made to control
the state of the sea, and during our experiments sea state was
beneath 4B and a lack of the precipitation.

Laboratory Measurements
Spectrophotometric and spectrofluorometric measurements of
seawater samples were performed in the laboratories of the
Institute of Oceanology, the Polish Academy of Sciences. Before
any spectroscopic measurements, the water samples were left to
warm up to room temperature. The absorption and fluorescence
analysis were performed on the ‘raw’ and filtered samples,
except for a summer’ 2015, when the fluorescence measurements
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were performed on the ‘raw’ samples only. During the other
experiments the measurements on ‘raw’ and filtered water
samples from the SML and SS were carried out simultaneously.

Absorption Measurements and Absorption Indices
CDOM absorption spectra were measured on Perkin Elmer
Lambda 650 spectrophotometer in the spectral range 240–
700 nm. For measurements the quartz 10 cm cuvettes were
used and an ultrapure Milli-Q water was used as a reference
signal. The recorded absorbance A(λ) spectra were processed to
get the curves of the CDOM absorption coefficients aCDOM(λ),
m−1. Next, a non-linear least-squares fitting method was applied
(Stedmon et al., 2000; Kowalczuk et al., 2006) to calculate the
spectral slope coefficient, S1λ, in the several spectral ranges: 275–
295 and 350–400 nm, S275−295 and S350−400, respectively. The
dimensionless parameter called “a slope ratio,” SR, as a ratio
of two spectral slope coefficients, S275−295 and S350−400, was
calculated as well. The detailed procedure is described in the
papers by Kowalczuk et al. (2009) and Drozdowska et al. (2017).

Fluorescence Measurements and Fluorescence
Indices
The 3D-fluorescence spectra (EEM) were carried out on Varian
Cary Eclipse scanning spectrofluorometer in a 1 cm path
length quartz cuvette using a 4 mL sample volume. Series
of emission scans (280–600 nm at 2 nm resolution) over an
excitation wavelength range from 250 to 500 nm at 10 nm
increments were measured. The instrument was configured to
collect the signal using maximum lamp energy and 5 nm band
pass on both the excitation and emission monochromators.
The results of fluorescence measurements were not corrected
by the inner filter effect that may lead to the re-absorption
of the emitted light (for the samples with CDOM absorption
coefficient > 10 m−1). To normalize the EEM spectra of
seawater samples, the fluorescence EEM spectrum of Milli-
Q water, as a blank sample, was measured using the same
instrumental set-up. The intensity of the Milli-Q water Raman
signal, as the integral in the spectral range: 374–424 nm of
the Raman emission spectrum, exited at 350 nm, (Murphy
et al., 2010) was calculated. The blank Milli-Q EEM spectrum
was subtracted from the all EEM spectra of seawater samples.
Then all blank corrected EEMs of seawater sample spectra
were normalized to Milli-Q water Raman emission [scaled
to Raman units (R.U.)] by dividing the resulting spectra by
calculated Raman emission intensity value. The procedure is
described in details in the literature (Drozdowska et al., 2013,
2017).

The humification index, HIX, is calculated as a ratio of
two fluorescence bands, in the near-visible and UV-A range of
the fluorescence spectrum excited at 255 nm (Zsolnay et al.,
1999; Glatzel et al., 2003). That is a ratio of a fluorescence
intensity at a blue-part of the spectrum, at: 435–480 nm to
a fluorescence intensity at the UV-A part: 330–346 nm. HIX
is directly proportional to the humic content of DOM, where
HIX values around 1–2 are associated with non-humified plant
materials while values>10 are commonly reported for fulvic acid
extracts (Zsolnay et al., 1999; Williams et al., 2010).

The fluorescent index, the (M + T)/(A+ C) ratio, allows
description of the DOM composition and source. The
(M + T)/(A+ C) ratio is a derivative of the β/α ratio,
proposed by Parlanti et al. (2000); where β region, the emission
at 380 nm, is divided by α region, the emission band between
420 and 435 nm – for excitation at 310 nm. The fluorescence
intensities, ratio, (M + T)/(A+ C), allows the assessment of
the relative contribution of dissolved organic matter recently
produced in situ, M and T, to humic substances characterized
by highly complex high-molecular-weighted (HMW) structures,
A and C (Parlanti et al., 2000; Osburn et al., 2009; Wilson
and Xenopoulos, 2009; Williams et al., 2010; Drozdowska
et al., 2015). Values of the ratio >1 indicate the predominant
amount of autochthonous DOM molecules, while values of
<0.6 indicate the allochthonous ones (Huguet et al., 2009). The
(M + T)/(A+ C) ratio is correlated positively with bacterial
production of terrestrial DOM and indicate the presence of
microbially derived DOM (peak T) in aquatic ecosystems
(McKnight et al., 2001). Additionally, the ratio is well-correlated
with a photobleaching and points to a decrease in terrestrial
components (A and C) decomposed by the irradiation (Williams
et al., 2010).

RESULTS

Analysis of the Absorption Data
The absorption spectra recorded for the samples collected from
the SML and SS during three Baltic cruises show the differences
in the slope of the curves as well as in the values of the spectral
distribution of the absorption coefficient for different seasons and
studied areas. The lowest values of CDOM absorption coefficient
were recorded for the Baltic Proper, in June, due to the largest
distance from lands and river outflows and in November, due
to low biology activity and reduced river water inflows. The
CDOM absorption coefficient recorded for ‘raw’ and filtered
samples at the same station show higher values for ‘raw’ samples,
with the exception for short-UV spectral region, where the
higher values are reached for the filtered samples. Moreover,
the curves of the spectral resolution of the CDOM absorption
coefficient for the samples collected at the very mouth of the
river have less inclined shape, what means a presence of a greater
amount of components absorbing at longer wavelengths, 300–
400 nm (Grzybowski, 2000; Twardowski et al., 2004; Helms et al.,
2008).

Figure 2 presents the relation between salinity and CDOM
absorption coefficient at several wavelengths for ‘raw’ and filtered
samples collected from the SML and SS during Baltic cruises.
The graph shows the decrease of CDOM absorption coefficient,
along with an increase in salinity. As one can see, the CDOM
absorption coefficient decreases and the fastest decrease (the
highest value of a linear regression coefficient) occurs at the UV
range, wavelengths 254 nm, while the slowest one at the longer
wavelength, 410 nm, in both SML and SS (Twardowski et al.,
2004; Table 1).

The CDOM absorption coefficient has lower values for filtered
waters in the entire examined light spectrum. The wavelength
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FIGURE 1 | Map of sampling stations during the cruises in June’ 2015, on R/V Akademik Ioffe (red dots) and in September and November’ 2016 on R/V Oceania
(blue dots).

FIGURE 2 | The relation between salinity and CDOM absorption coefficient in different wavelength for the samples collected from (A) a surface microlayer (SML) and
(B) a depth of 1 m (SS), for ‘raw’ and filtered samples.

254 nm was chosen due to specific electron transition occuring
in the region of the UV range, for some aromatic hydrocarbons.
These molecules are the precursor for components of certain
types of humic substances (particularly those derived from
terrestrial sources).

Differences between the values of regression coefficients
between SML and SS as well as filtered and ‘raw’ samples are
clearly visible (see Table 1). However, due to the uncertainty
(standard deviations) of the obtained regression coefficients, it
was necessary to check the hypothesis that these coefficients are

significantly different. We put the null hypothesis H0 that the
coefficients are equal and tested this hypothesis. Significance tests
were calculated for the linear correlations between salinity and
the values of CDOM absorption coefficient yielded for different
samples. The significant ratio, SR, was calculated as follows:

SR = |a1 − a2|/
√
(Sa1)

2 + (Sa2)
2; where a1 and a2 –

regression coefficients of the two relations, Sa1 and Sa2 –
the standard deviation of the regression coefficients. If SR > 1.96
it means that we can reject the hypothesis H0 that the regression
coefficient are equal at P < 0.05.
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TABLE 1 | The relation between salinity and the CDOM absorption coefficients (Figure 2).

For aCDOM(λ) Linear regression coefficients between aCDOM(λ) and salinity; aCDOM(λ) = a · Salinity + b

a (Sa) b (Sb) r2 a (Sa) b (Sb) r2

λ/nm SML – ‘raw’ samples SML – filtered samples

254 −5.13 (0.73) 54.68 (5.24) 0,54 −5.31 (0.50) 54.6 (3.6) 0,76

300 −3.32 (0.38) 30.82 (2.7) 0,67 −2.81 (0.29) 26.25 (2.05) 0,73

355 −1.76 (0.17) 14.96 (1.24) 0,74 −1.13 (0.11) 9.86 (0.81) 0,74

375 −1.4 (0.14) 11.69 (0.99) 0,73 −0.87 (0.078) 6.71 (0.56) 0,75

412 −0.89 (0.12) 7.29 (0.89) 0,55 −0.35 (0.053) 3.01 (0.38) 0,55

λ/nm SS – ‘raw’ samples SS – filtered samples

254 −4.93 (0.77) 50.67 (5.25) 0,76 −4.82 (0.42) 49.5 (2.84) 0,91

300 −3.05 (0.37) 27.49 (2.53) 0,84 −2.48 (0.24) 23.02 (1.62) 0,89

355 −1.56 (0.19) 12.89 (1.29) 0,84 −0.97 (0.09) 8.39 (0.63) 0,89

375 −1.23 (0.16) 9.99 (1.1) 0,82 −0.67 (0.062) 5.72 (0.42) 0,9

412 −0.79 (0.17) 6.21 (1.16) 0,62 −0.31 (0.06) 2.56 (0.38) 0,69

Firstly, the calculations of the H0 were made for the absorption
results. The values of SR referring to the differences between
the regression coefficients for filtered and ‘raw’ samples, for the
SML or SS separately, are <1.96 in the UV spectral range, in
both layers. Thus, the differences between filter and ‘raw’ samples
are at the UV light (254 and 300 nm) statistically irrelevant.
The values of SR, are >1.96 at blue/visible light (355, 375, and
412 nm), that support the significant differences between filtered
and ‘raw’ samples, both in the SML and SS. Next, the tests of
significant differences for the regression coefficients for the SML
and SS samples were calculated, for the filtered and ‘raw’ ones
separately. The SR is about 1 (less than 1.96) in the all spectral
range, so the differences between the regression coefficients for
the SML and SS are irrelevant at P < 0.05, for both, the filter and
‘raw’ samples.

Analysis of the Fluorescence Data
Studies on 3D fluorescence spectra allowed following changes in
the intensity of emission bands belonging to the fluorophores
A, C, M, and T. Peak intensity values (in R.U.) of the
fluorescence bands of the basic FDOM components decreased
with increasing salinity both in the SML and SS, Figures 3A and
B, respectively. The linear regression coefficients of the relation
between fluorescence intensity and salinity reach higher values in
the SML waters than SS. The values of linear regression analysis
are included in Table 2. The analysis of fluorescence spectra also
allowed following the changes in the percentage composition of
the main components of FDOM (in %) occurring in SML and
SS, as shown in Figures 3C and D, respectively. A percentile
contribution of the main FDOM fluorophores, calculated as the
ratio of the respective peak intensity (A, C, M, orT) to the
sum (A+ C + M + T) of all peak intensities, gives information
about the relative changes of a fluorophore composition in a
sample. Changes in the share of individual components in the
SML and SS, both in ‘raw’ and filtered samples, are presented in
Figure 3.

It can be seen that the fluorescence intensity of a component A
decreases faster then C and next M, while T component decreases
the most slowly with an increase of salinity (their regression
coefficients, a, are as follow: −0.47, −0.3, −0.19, and −0.06
for the SML and −0.35, −0.22, −0.15, and −0.06 for the SS,
respectively). All linear regression coefficients were higher in the
SML except of T component, for which they were similar in both
layers, for both ‘raw’ and filtered samples (Table 2, Figures 3A,
B). Moreover, the percentile composition of the main FDOM
components in ‘raw’ samples in the SML shows that the share of
components A and M is almost constant, only C decreases and
T increases with salinity. While, in SS the share of components
A, M, and C almost do not change throughout the studied area,
while T increases (Figures 3C,D).

Due to the standard deviations of the regression coefficients,
put in Table 2, it is necessary to check the hypothesis that
the regression coefficients for different relations are significantly
different. The values of the SR calculated for the differences
between the regression coefficients for filtered and ‘raw’ samples,
in the SML and SS separately, show that SR < 1.96 in the
all fluorescent components (i.e., A, C, M, and T). Thus, the
differences between the regression coefficients for filter and ‘raw’
samples, are statistically insignificant. Next, the tests of significant
differences between the regression coefficients between the SML
and SS samples, were calculated, for the filtered and ‘raw’ ones
separately. The SR ratio oscillate between 1.23−1.79, except the
component T (0.23−0.41). Thus, the values of SR < 1.96, so the
differences between the regression coefficients for the SML and SS
are insignificant for both, the filter and ‘raw’ samples at P < 0.05.

Analysis of the Absorption Indices
Figure 4 shows the values of the slope coefficients, S275−295 and
S350−400 (in nm−1) in different wavelength ranges, respectively:
275–295 nm, 350–400 nm as well as the dimensionless parameter
called “a slope ratio,” SR. The slope ratio coefficient, as the
ratio of two spectral slope coefficients, S275−295 and S350−400,
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FIGURE 3 | Fluorescence intensity – a proxy of concentration of fluorophores – the main FDOM components in (A) SML and (B) SS; Percentage composition of the
main FDOM components in (C) SML and (D) SS.

TABLE 2 | The relation between salinity and the fluorescence intensities of FDOM components (Figure 3).

Linear regression coefficients between FDOM component and salinity; fl.intens.(FDOM comp.) = a · Salinity + b

a (Sa) b (Sb) r2 a (Sa) b (Sb) r2

FDOM component SML – ‘raw’ samples SML – filtered samples

A −0,47 (0.066) 3.97 (0.45) 0,81 −0,47 (0.07) 4.0 (0.46) 0,80

C −0,30 (0.043) 2.46 (0.29) 0,80 −0,3 (0.04) 2.51 (0.3) 0,80

M −0,0.19 (0.03) 1.64 (0.21) 0,75 −0,20 (0.03) 1.73 (0.23) 0,74

T −0,0.06 (0.027) 0.68 (0.18) 0,28 −0.05 (0.018) 0.55 (0.12) 0,37

FDOM component SS – ‘raw’ samples SS – filtered samples

A −0,35 (0.031) 3.07 (0.21) 0,91 −0,35 (0.03) 3,05 (0.19) 0,93

C −0,22 (0.02) 1.91 (0.13) 0,91 −0,22 (0.02) 1,9 (0.13) 0,92

M −0,15 (0.013) 1.31 (0.09) 0,90 −0,15 (0.015) 1,37 (0.1) 0,89

T −0.064 (0.018) 0.67 (0.12) 0,49 −0.04 (0.008) 0,47 (0.05) 0,68

TABLE 3 | The equations related to Figure 4.

aCDOM(λ) = 2.303× A(λ)/l
A(λ) – the corrected spectrophotometer absorbance at wavelength λ

l – the optical path length [m]; quartz cuvette – 10 cm

Eq. 1

The CDOM absorption curve: aCDOM(λ) = aCDOM(λ0)eS(λ0−λ)
+ K, λ0 − 350 nm, K – background constant, S and K – estimated simultaneously via

non-linear regression using Eq. 2 in the spectral range (300–600 nm)
Eq. 2

Linear regression coefficients between the slope coefficient, S, in different ranges, 1λ , and salinity: S1λ = a · Salinity + b Eq. 3

is calculated for the SML and SS. The values of the all slope
factors increase with increasing salinity. The values of the spectral
slope coefficients in the range 275–295 and 350–400 nm increase
with salinity, while in the UV range faster, both in ‘raw’ and

filtered samples in the SML and SS. It occurs under the irradiation
causing increasing of S275−295 and decreasing of S350−400.
Generally, during irradiation chromophores associated with
HMW CDOM are destroyed during photobleaching process that
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gives result in a shift of a significant portion of CDOM molecules
from HMW to LMW phase (Figures 4A,B). In the SML the
values of S275−295 and S350−400 (in nm−1) change in a range
0.0093 to 0.0218 and 0.0085 to 0.019, respectively, while in the
SS they change in the ranges: 0.010 to 0.022 and 0.009 to 0.0171,
respectively. In the filtered samples the values of spectral slope
coefficients in the SML and SS are closed to each other. The values
of the spectral slope coefficient S275−295 in filtered samples change
in the range 0.0178 to 0.0243 and from 0.0192 to 0.0236 for the
SML and SS, respectively, while a coefficient S350−400 changes in
the ranges 0.0171 to 0.0.0233 and 0.0171 to 0.0226 in the SML and
SS, respectively. Thus, the changes of a spectral slopes in the study
area, with salinity, for the ‘raw’ samples yielded about 100%, while
in the filtered ones 25–35% only, both in the SML and SS.

The results of SR both in the ‘raw’ and filtered samples give
the values >1, that means a near shore (marine-like) character
of the samples (Helms et al., 2008). What is more, the values of
SR in ‘raw’ samples change in a range from 1.093 to 1.513 and
from 1.145 to 1.485 in the SML and SS, respectively. While the
ranges of the values of SR in the filtered samples for the SML and
SS are much narrower and the range limits lay close to each other,
from 1.029 to 1.3737 for the SML and from 1.027 to 1.269 for the
SS. However, the percentile changes of MW in the SML and SS
reflected by SR yield 33.5 and 23.6% for filtered water, respectively
and 38.5 and 29.6% for ‘raw’ ones. Thus, the changes of MW

between the SML and SS, both for filtered and ‘raw’ samples,
reveal about 10% and the changes are related to shift in molecular
weight caused by photobleaching in the SML.

Analysis of the Fluorescence Indices
The Figure 5 presents the humification index as well as the
ratio of fluorescence intensities at peaks of the main FDOM
components in the SML and SS (Figures 5A and B, respectively),
as the results of the degradation processes. The values of HIX
index are smaller in ‘raw’ samples, which means that the
denominator has a higher value (more component T in ‘raw’ than
in filtered samples). The humification index, HIX, changed in
the SML in a range from 3.8 to 17.9, while in the SS it ranged
from 6.09 to 18.68. HIX index achieved a little higher values
in the SS than in the SML. Additionally, HIX index achieved
higher values for both, SML and SS, for filtered samples. The
one exception, for filtered samples, are the results obtained for
the station at the very mouth of the river. On the graphs on
Figure 5 the changes of the ratio of the fluorescence intensities
of FDOM components created in the sea, M and T, to the
sum of fluorescence intensity of the components brought in by
rivers, A and C, are presented as well. The values of the ratio
(M + T)/(A+ C), for ‘raw’ samples, vary in the SML in a range
0.39 to 0.8 while in the SS from 0.36 to 0.63. The results obtained
for filtered ones in the SML varied in a range: 0.38 to 0.69,

FIGURE 4 | The relations, for the SML and SS, respectively, between salinity and (A,B) the spectral slope and (C,D) the slope ratio coefficients. Spectral slope
coefficients increase (i.e., molecular weight decreases) with raising salinity, for ‘raw’ and filtered samples, in (A) the SML and (B) SS. The report of the equations
applied to reach the results presented on the graphs – Table 3.
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FIGURE 5 | The relation between the ratio of fluorescence intensities of the main components of FDOM, (M+ T)/(A+ C), and humification index, HIX, for the (A)
SML and (B) SS water.

while in the SS: 0.38 to 0.58. The results of the ratio of the
fluorescence intensities show higher values in the SML than in the
SS and a little higher values in the ‘raw’ samples than in filtered
ones.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our experimental results address two aspects of surfactant
photochemistry in brackish sea environments: (i) the influence of
photochemical processes on terrestrially derived light-absorbing
and fluorescing material resident in the study aquatic system
and (ii) what corrections and changes are made by using the
‘raw’ and filtered water samples when studying the properties
and concentrations of surfactants (the molecules of surface-active
organic matter).

The CDOM absorption coefficients as well as the fluorescence
intensity of FDOM components decrease with increase of
salinity. The decrease of the values of the CDOM absorption
coefficient reveals the fastest decrease (the highest value of a
linear regression coefficient) at the UV range, at the wavelength
254 nm, while the slowest one at the longer wavelength,
410 nm, in both SML and SS. In the UV range some
aromatic hydrocarbons, that are the precursor for components
of terrestrial humic-like substances, absorb. The highest decrease
of the fluorescence intensity of the main FDOM components
occurred for a UV-absorbing terrestrial humic-like, component
A, then a visible-absorbing terrestrial humic-like, component
C, and the slowest decrease for marine humic-like component,
M. While protein-like component, T, stayed almost unbleached
through the all salinity gradient. The results of fluorescence
measurements should be corrected using the inner filter effect
that may cause the re-absorption of the emitted light by organic
matter in the samples characterized by the CDOM absorption
coefficient >10 m−1. However, the inner filter correction was
not applied and this can affect the fluorescence of peaks A and
T in three stations near the mouth of the Vistula. The regression
coefficient for the relation between salinity and the fluorescence

intensities of the FDOM components indicate higher values
in the SML then in SS. The organic molecules of terrestrial
origin are decomposed under the influence of the light more
effectively (Chin et al., 1994; Chen et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,
2013).

Our studies indicate that photochemical processes that affect
the surface ocean, observed during a day-light period (either low-
intensity or high-intensity irradiance) more efficiently remove
colored and fluorescent components from DOM pool in the
SML than SS, like it was explored by Moran et al. (2000). The
results confirm the dominant share of the terrestrial humic-like
molecules in the all studied area, especially in the SML, also in
the open surface waters of the Baltic Sea.

The analysis of absorption data allows concluding that the
magnitude of absorption coefficient (molar absorptivity) in the
UV is indicative of both the degree of humification that has
occurred and the contribution of terrestrial materials present in
the organic matter sources (Tilstone et al., 2010). The relative
amount of aromatic moieties in aquatic fulvic acids increases
with increasing molecular weight (Chin et al., 1994; Chari et al.,
2012). The analysis of the slope factors of the aCDOM(λ) curve,
which change inversely proportional to the molecular mass of the
absorbing molecules, indicates the presence of DOM molecules
with lower molecular weight in the SML than in SS in the all
studied regions of the Baltic Sea.

The analysis of the EEM spectra indicates the higher
intensities in the fluorescence spectra for the SML than SS
samples. Additionally, the most dynamic portion of the absorbing
and fluorescing organic matter are the components C and T, that
has been previously attributed to fluorescence from terrestrial
humic-like material and aromatic amino acids, respectively
(Coble, 1996). The explanation of such changes in C component
is a photobleaching process, because C fluorophore is in
somewhat more susceptible to photochemical degradation than
A and M fluorophores (Moran et al., 2000). An increase in
amino acid fluorescence (peak T) indicates probably that bacterial
transformation of non-photodegradable estuarine DOM can be
a source of new fluorophores. T fluorophores also appeared to
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be less susceptible to photodegradation (Moran et al., 2000).
The elevated values of humification index, HIX, in the SS
indicate presence of molecules of higher molecular weight that
are more condensed, with higher aromaticity, in the SS than in
the SML. The ratio (M + T)/(A+ C) indicates higher values in
the SML because of the bigger amount of T component and
lower amount of terrestrial humic substances disintegrated using
photobleaching process in the SML (Williams et al., 2010). What
is more, the values of the ratio (M + T)/(A+ C) are <1, that
indicates the significant participation of allochthonous DOM
molecules in the SML, even in the open waters of the Baltic Sea.

Humification index, HIX is well-related to the ratio (M +
T)/(A+ C), and in proportional dependence to the terrestrial
constituents of organic matter as well. Humification index, HIX
well-correlates with concentration of terrestrial DOM, means
that much of stream DOM in the studied areas of the Baltic Sea
originated from humic-like terrestrial material, similarly like it
was reported for a lake water (Williams et al., 2010).

The filtering process slightly affects the results of absorption
measurements by lowering the aCDOM(λ) values of the filtered
samples, except for the UV region, and by changing the shape of
the curve. The reason of the weak signal in ‘raw’ samples in the
UV may result from the biology processes of living organisms due
to disintegration of absorbing aromatic particles by, i.e., fungi,
active in degradation and mineralization of humic substances
contained in ‘raw’ samples (Khundzhua et al., 2013). Anyway,
the differences between the absorption spectra of the ‘raw’ and
filtered samples occur mainly in the short UV spectral range only.
However, these differences do not cause significant changes in the
absorption indices, because they are calculated on the basis of the
shapes of the spectra (in other words: are based on the relative
differences between the values of CDOM absorption coefficient
in the central part of the measuring range (Grzybowski, 2000;
Twardowski et al., 2004; Helms et al., 2008). The absorption
coefficient has higher values for ‘raw’ samples in both the SML
and SS. While, the filtration process almost does not affect the
decrease rate of fluorescence intensities, with the exception of T
component. The differences between EEM spectra recorded for
‘raw’ and filtered samples in the studied fluorescence spectra lay
in the region of T component mainly. The protein-like molecules,
T component, recently produced in the sea in biological and
photodegradation processes are the main component of the “gel”
and the most effectively retain on the filter. Additionally, the
filtration process influences the percentile composition of A and
T in the SML, while in the SS it does not play any role.

The analysis of the slope factors of the aCDOM(λ) curve,
which are inversely proportional to the molecular mass of the
absorbing molecules, indicates the presence of lower MW CDOM

and little differentiated molecules in filtered samples. While, in
the ‘raw’ samples there were both HMW molecules in areas of
low salinity and a LMW ones in the open sea. The HIX index
achieved a little higher values in filtered samples, while the ratio
(M + T)/(A+ C) reached lower results in the filtered ones. Thus,
the absorption and fluorescence indices show sensitivity to the
filtration, due to the presence of molecules with high molecular
mass and complex hydrate “gel” ones or lack thereof in the
SML.

The results of marine measurements carried out in coastal
and open waters of the Baltic Sea constitute a continuous
and consistent sequence of data describing absorption and
fluorescence properties of marine surfactants. The quantities
describing surfactants, studied in the Gulf of Gdansk and Gdansk
Deep and in the Baltic Proper, confirm the dominant share of
the terrestrial humic-like molecules in the all studied regions of
the Baltic Sea. Moreover, the results obtained at the most saline
and distant from land-based sources and shoreline, maintain
their almost invariable values in the all open waters. Finally, the
authors concluded that the degradation processes of the organic
molecules contained in the SML and SS proceed at different rates.
Hence, the DOM molecules included in the SML may specifically
modify the physical processes associated with the sea surface
layer.
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